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Abstract

The civilian population in Israel has known several waves of terror, the most recent one beginning in September 2000. The current wave of suicide bombing in Israel is different from previous waves (Hanoch et al., 1996) in that the bombs are carried by suicide bombers and are packed with nails, iron pellets and screws (Mintz et al., 2002) in an attempt to maximize injury and to cause complex trauma thus elevating the number of casualties. Between September 2000 and November 2004, a total of 694 civilians have been killed and 4771 civilians have been injured in this wave of terrorism (IDF, 2004). Standing protocols for coping with casualties of such events have been developed (Almogy et al., 2004; Kluger et al., 2004; Peleg et al., 2004; Riba & Reches, 2000; Shamir et al., 2004), and the general population seems to be coping adequately (Bleich et al., 2003). But the turn of events imposes that beyond coping with “conventional terrorism”, hospitals must be ready to cope with a much more complex possible threat, that of chemical or biological terror. Chemical or biological terror may cause mass casualties, but a major damage of such a threat is related mainly to psychological terror, both among the potential casualties and the hospital staff treating them. While the issue of contingency programs and preparedness training of the clinical- and nonclinical-responders of hospitals has been addressed extensively both in Israel and elsewhere (Drory et al., 1999; Shemer et al., 1991; Sweeney et al., 2004; Thorne et al., 2004), it focused mainly on technical, medical and logistic aspects. Relatively very little attention has been paid to how responders and the public will react to biological or chemical terrorism and how emotional and behavioral responses might complicate an otherwise (technical-logistical) adequate response.

Toward the upcoming war in Iraq, and the potential threat of non-conventional attacks, the Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center (TASMC) incorporated human-behavior concepts into its preparedness training program. An inner communication network stressed problem solving and collaboration rather than hierarchy. Issues of responders and family safety were addressed, team leadership training included leadership skills, stress management and coping skills in order to enhance resilience. This process intensified the trust between hospital staff and management, and staff involvement in the process, it also improved the quality and content of information processed.

Only very recently theses themes have been touched upon (Schreiber et al., 2004; Stein et al., 2004), stressing the need to incorporate multi- and interdisciplinary disaster management research (including the psychological and behavioral aspects and consequences of the way the mass-media convey the events) and prioritize a systematic research in that direction.
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